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Motivation 
•  Hierarchy and dark matter problems  remain good motivation for 

supersymmetry 
•  Motivation for singet extensions of MSSM : little hierarchy       

(µ problem) + Higgs mass 
•  In some regions of parameter space of MSSM and NMSSM the 

neutralino LSP is good dark matter candidate 
•  Most studied : NMSSM with Z3 symmetry 
•  Discrete symmetry broken in early universe and domain walls are 

produced 
•  Can be cosmologically dangerous unless disappear before 

nucleosynthesis 
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Motivation 
•  Requires non-renormalizable Z3 breaking terms in the effective 

potential (and in superpotential) – induces divergent tadpoles for 
singlet and destabilize the hierarchy 

•  A solution to domain wall and stability : impose discrete R-
symmetry (all fields flip sign) on full theory including non-
renormalizable terms. 

•  Tadpole terms generated at higher loop order 

•  nMSSM :  the new minimal supersymmetric standard model  with 
global discrete R-symmetry and without  cubic self interactions  
–  Panagiotakopoulos, Tamvakis, PLB469 (1999) 145. 
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The magnitude of the Z3 breaking terms corresponds to the presence in the superpotential

or in the Kähler potential of Z3 breaking operators suppressed by one inverse power of the

Planck mass, MPlanck. However, these Z3 breaking (non-renormalisable) terms involving

the singlet S induce divergent tadpoles [72–78] of the form

�W = ⌅F Msusy MPlanck S , �V = ⌅S M2
susy MPlanck (S + S⇤) , (2.5)

thus reintroducing a hierarchy problem. The values of ⌅F and ⌅S depend on the loop

order at which the tadpoles are generated, which in turn depends on the particular non-

renormalisable terms that give rise to the tadpoles. A solution to both the domain wall

and the stability problem is to impose a discrete R-symmetry on the complete theory

(including non-renormalisable operators) such that the tadpole terms are generated at

high loop order [79]. One then obtains e↵ective tadpole terms

�W = ⇠F S , �V = ⇠S (S + S⇤) , where ⇠F . M2
susy and ⇠S . M3

susy . (2.6)

In the case where ⇠F ⇠ M2
susy and ⇠S ⇠ M3

susy the singlet cubic self interaction in the

superpotential (2.2) is not even phenomenologically required and can be omitted [35]. The

resulting model has been denoted as the new MSSM or nMSSM as, in the limit where

SUSY is unbroken, the MSSM µ term is only traded for the dimensionless � coupling.

Once SUSY is softly broken, the generated tadpole terms ⇠F and ⇠S break both the Z3 and

the PQ symmetry. The superpotential of the nMSSM then reads

WnMSSM = �bS bHu
bHd + ⇠F bS + hu bQbU c bHu + hd bQ bDc bHd + hebL bEc bHd (2.7)

and the corresponding soft SUSY breaking potential is given by

VnMSSM = m2
Hu

|Hu|2 +m2
Hd

|Hd|2 +m2
S |S|2 + (�A�HuHdS + ⇠SS + h.c.)

+m2
Q|Q2|+m2

U |U2
R|+m2

D|D2
R|+m2

L|L2|+m2
E |E2

R|
+(huAuQHuU

c
R � hdAdQHdD

c
R � heAeLHdE

c
R + h.c.)

+M1
eB eB + M2

fW fW + M3 eg eg . (2.8)

In this paper we study the general nMSSM with arbitrary soft terms at the SUSY

scale as well as the semi-universal nMSSM for which one imposes the following constraints

on the soft terms at the GUT scale
8
><

>:

mQ = mU = mD = mL = mE ⌘ m0

Au = Ad = Ae ⌘ A0

M1 = M2 = M3 ⌘ M1/2 .

(2.9)

In both cases one can trade the (free) parameters mHu ,mHd ,mS for the Higgs VEVs

vu, vd, s, or equivalently for µ ⌘ �s, tan� ⌘ vu
vd

and the known value of M2
Z = g2v2, where

g2 = (g21 + g22)/2 , v =
q

v2u + v2d ⇡ 174 GeV, and g1, g2 denote the U(1)Y and SU(2)L
gauge couplings, respectively.
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The model : NMSSM 
•  Field content : MSSM + Singlet superfield 
•  Superpotential 

•  Soft susy breaking potential 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 contains

the results of the parameter scan and the description of the di↵erent allowed regions.

The LHC phenomenology of each region and the complementarity with DM searches is

explored in detail in Section 4. Finally benchmark points corresponding to the channels

with interesting signatures at the LHC are provided. Section 5 contains our conclusions.

2 The nMSSM

The MSSM is defined by promoting each SM field � into a superfield b�, doubling the

Higgs fields with two SU(2)L doublets Hu, Hd and imposing R-parity conservation. SUSY

breaking is assumed to occur in an invisible sector and to be mediated through gravitational

interactions to the visible sector. The resulting theory contains a number of soft SUSY

breaking terms proportional to powers of the SUSY breaking scale Msusy. Unfortunately,

a realistic realisation of EW symmetry breaking in the MSSM requires the presence of the

so called µ-term in the superpotential, coupling directly the two Higgs fields Hu and Hd:

WMSSM = µ bHu
bHd + hu bQbU c bHu + hd bQ bDc bHd + hebL bEc bHd , (2.1)

with values of the arbitrary µ parameter close to Msusy. There exist explanations for such

a value of the µ-term, alas, all in extended settings [67]. The easiest solution to the µ-

problem is to introduce an extra gauge singlet S, coupled to the Higgs doublets and whose

VEV is naturally of the order of Msusy. This leads to the simplest extension of the MSSM,

the NMSSM with a cubic (renormalisable) superpotential

WNMSSM = �bS bHu
bHd +

1

3
bS3 + hu bQbU c bHu + hd bQ bDc bHd + hebL bEc bHd . (2.2)

The presence of the singlet cubic self interaction is necessary in order to avoid a global U(1)

Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry which would lead to massless singlet states, experimentally

excluded [6]. The corresponding soft SUSY breaking potential is given by

VNMSSM = m2
Hu

|Hu|2 +m2
Hd

|Hd|2 +m2
S |S|2 +

✓
�A�HuHdS +

1

3
AS

3 + h.c.

◆

+m2
Q|Q2|+m2

U |U2
R|+m2

D|D2
R|+m2

L|L2|+m2
E |E2

R|
+(huAuQHuU

c
R � hdAdQHdD

c
R � heAeLHdE

c
R + h.c.)

+M1
eB eB + M2

fW fW + M3 eg eg . (2.3)

The standard NMMSM given by Eqs. (2.2-2.3) possesses a global Z3 symmetry under

which all superfields are multiplied by e2i⇡/3. Once this discrete symmetry is spontaneously

broken during the phase transition associated with the EW symmetry breaking in the early

universe, cosmologically dangerous domain walls are generated [68]. It has been argued in

[69, 70] that these walls become harmless if they disappear before nucleosynthesis, which

requires the presence in the e↵ective potential of Z3 breaking terms of magnitude

�V ⇠ O(1 MeV)4 . (2.4)
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Higgs sector 
 
•  3 CP even neutral Higgs + 2 CP odd + charged Higgs 
•  After minimisation of scalar potential  
•  Scalar masses : CP even 

 
 
•   CP-odd 

•  In limit of small mixing between doublet and singlet : CP-even 
and CP-odd singlets have same mass (up to radiative corrections) 

 

7 

From the SUSY F - and D-terms and the soft SUSY breaking terms one obtains the

potential for the neutral Higgs fields:

VHiggs =
����H0

uH
0
d + ⇠F

��2 + g2

4

⇣��H0
u

��2 � ��H0
d

��2
⌘2

+m2
S |S|2

+
⇣
m2

Hu
+ |�S|2

⌘ ��H0
u

��2 +
⇣
m2

Hd
+ |�S|2

⌘ ��H0
d

��2

+
���A�H

0
uH

0
dS + ⇠SS + h.c.

�
, (2.10)

which at the minimum is

V0 = (��vuvd + ⇠F )
2 +

g2

4

�
v2u � v2d

�2
+m2

S s2

+
�
m2

Hu
+ µ2

�
v2u +

�
m2

Hd
+ µ2

�
v2d � 2�A�vuvds+ 2⇠Ss . (2.11)

The minimisation equations are given by

8
>><

>>:

vu
⇣
m2

Hu
+ µ2 + �2 v2d +

g2
2 (v

2
u � v2d)

⌘
� vd (µA� + �⇠F ) = 0 ,

vd
⇣
m2

Hd
+ µ2 + �2 v2u + g2

2 (v
2
d � v2u)

⌘
� vu (µA� + �⇠F ) = 0 ,

s
�
m2

S + �2(v2u + v2d)
�
+ ⇠S � �A�vuvd = 0 .

(2.12)

From the first two of these equations one can derive

vuvd
v2

⌘ 1

2
sin 2� =

µA� + �⇠F
m2

Hu
+m2

Hd
+ 2µ2 + �2 v2

, (2.13)

and from the third, one obtains in the limit where s � v (or equivalently � ⌧ 1)

µ ' � �⇠S
m2

S

. (2.14)

In the basis (HdR, HuR, SR) and after the elimination of m2
Hd

, m2
Hu

and m2
S using the

minimisation equations (2.12), the elements of the 3⇥ 3 CP-even mass matrix M2
S read

M2
S,11 = g2v2d + (µA� + �⇠F ) tan� ,

M2
S,22 = g2v2u + (µA� + �⇠F )/ tan� ,

M2
S,33 =

�2A�vuvd � �⇠S
µ

,

M2
S,12 = (2�2 � g2)vuvd � (µA� + �⇠F ) ,

M2
S,13 = �(2µvd �A�vu) ,

M2
S,13 = �(2µvu �A�vd) . (2.15)

Dropping the Goldstone mode, one can express the 2 ⇥ 2 CP-odd mass matrix P2
S in the

basis (A,SI), where A = cos�HuI + sin�HdI

M2
P,11 =

2(µA� + �⇠F )

sin 2�
, M2

P,22 =
�2A�vuvd � �⇠S

µ
, M2

P,12 = �A�v . (2.16)
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and m2
S using the

minimisation equations (2.12), the elements of the 3⇥ 3 CP-even mass matrix M2
S read

M2
S,11 = g2v2d + (µA� + �⇠F ) tan� ,

M2
S,22 = g2v2u + (µA� + �⇠F )/ tan� ,

M2
S,33 =

�2A�vuvd � �⇠S
µ

,

M2
S,12 = (2�2 � g2)vuvd � (µA� + �⇠F ) ,

M2
S,13 = �(2µvd �A�vu) ,

M2
S,13 = �(2µvu �A�vd) . (2.15)

Dropping the Goldstone mode, one can express the 2 ⇥ 2 CP-odd mass matrix P2
S in the

basis (A,SI), where A = cos�HuI + sin�HdI

M2
P,11 =

2(µA� + �⇠F )

sin 2�
, M2

P,22 =
�2A�vuvd � �⇠S

µ
, M2

P,12 = �A�v . (2.16)
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Higgs sector 
 
•  Include for Higgs mass full one-loop and LL two-loop from stop 

bottom + LL one-loop EW (from NMSSMTools) 
•  Write effective Lagrangian for Higgs sector - higher-order 

corrections to Higgs self couplings encoded in this  effective 
Lagrangian  à computed in NMSSMTools and fed in 
micrOMEGAs 

•  Can have significant effect on DM relic density 

 

8 
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Neutralino sector 
•  Neutralino mass 

 
•  Singlino mass (lower bound on µ from chargino + upper bound 

on λ from perturbativity) à upper bound on singlino mass ~ 
75GeV 

•  Light singlino – different  DM phenomenology than MSSM 
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One can notice that M2
S,33 = M2

P,22, i.e. in the limit of small mixing between the singlet

and doublet sectors, the CP-even and CP-odd singlet states have the same mass (up to

radiative corrections, see below). In addition, this common (tree level) mass depends on

the tadpole parameter ⇠S which is a free parameter. Hence singlet like Higgs masses are

arbitrary. In particular, they can be lighter than 125 GeV and still not excluded if their

reduced couplings to SM particles (especially gauge bosons) are su�ciently suppressed.

Finally, in the basis  0 = (�i�1,�i�32, 
0
d, 

0
u, S), the neutralino mass matrix reads

M0 =

0

BBBBBB@

M1 0 �g
1

vdp
2

g
1

vup
2

0

M2
g
2

vdp
2

�g
2

vup
2

0

0 �µ ��vu
0 ��vd

0

1

CCCCCCA
. (2.17)

Hence, in the limit of small singlino-higgsino mixing (�⌧ 1), the singlino mass is meS = 0.

On the other hand, if either µ or M1 and M2 are much larger than MZ , one gets [53]

meS ' µ�2v2

µ2 + �2v2
sin 2� . (2.18)

The experimental lower bound on µ (from the non observation of a light chargino) and

the theoretical upper bound on � (assuming perturbativity up to the GUT scale) therefore

yield an upper bound on the singlino mass meS . 75 GeV.

The physical CP-even Higgs states will be denoted as hi, i = 1, 2, 3 (ordered in mass),

and the physical CP-odd Higgs states as ai, i = 1, 2. The neutralinos are denoted as

�0
i , i = 1 . . . 5 and their mixing angles Ni,j such that N1,5 indicates the singlino component

of the lightest neutralino �0
1 (assumed to be the LSP).

All the above expressions are for tree level mass matrices. Loop corrections play an

important role, especially in the Higgs sector where they account for a large part of the

SM like Higgs mass at 125 GeV. To compute the SUSY and Higgs spectrum, we have used

the NMSSMTools package, setting the precision for radiative corrections to the minimum

(precision flag for Higgs calculations = 0 in the NMSSMTools input files). This includes the

full one loop and the leading log two loop contributions from (s)top/(s)bottom, as well as

the leading log one loop EW corrections. We have not used the most precise computation

(precision flag for Higgs calculations = 2) of ref. [79] as it is valid only for the Z3 invariant

NMSSM. In this (Z3 invariant) limit however, we have checked that the di↵erence between

the two computations is usually . 3 GeV for the SM like Higgs state near 125 GeV.

In addition, a slight change of input parameters can always reproduce the same Higgs

spectrum with both flags 2. The minimal precision for radiative corrections presents the

extra advantage of using less CPU time, which is crucial for scans on large parameter

space. In addition it allows to compute easily the complete e↵ective Lagrangian in the

Higgs sector with the same level of approximation. This complete Lagrangian can then be

fed into micrOMEGAs so as to compute the relic density of the LSP DM candidate as well

2For a review of NMSSM Higgs mass calculations in public codes (including NMSSMTools), see ref. [80].
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Scan and constraints 
•  Semi-universal nMSSM 
 
•  Scan method : MCMC in NMSSMTools tuned for LHC run2 
•  Basic constraints (from NMSSMTools) 

–  Theory (no Landau pole below GUT, no unphys min of potential) 
–  Invisible Z< 0.5MeV 
–  B physics (bsg, bsm,btaunu….) 
–  LEP+Tevatron (sparticles and Higgs) 
–  At least one Higgs 125.1+/-3 GeV 
–  Chi2 fit to Higgs couplings 

•  Upper bound on relic density  < 0.131 
•  Upper bound on direct detection from LUX (rescaled) 
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as well as its DD and ID rates. Note that the higher-order corrections to the Higgs self-

couplings encoded in the e↵ective Lagrangian can in some cases have a significant e↵ect on

the DM relic density.

3 Parameter scan

The parameter exploration of the semi-universal nMSSM (as defined in Sec. 2) has been

carried out using NMSSMTools v4.6.0, scanning over the following parameters 3:

m0, M1/2, A0, µ, tan�, �, ⇠F , ⇠S , A�, (3.1)

which are all defined at the GUT scale except tan� (at MZ) and �, µ (at the SUSY

scale). To e�ciently scan over the nMSSM parameter space we have employed the Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routines implemented in the NMSSMTools package, which we

have tuned in order to cover in details regions of parameter space corresponding to lighter

sparticles, i.e. with higher experimental prospects. Scenarios with very heavy sparticles

(out of the LHC Run-2 reach) have been discarded.

We have applied all the default constraints implemented into NMSSMTools (except for

the constraint on the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon gµ � 2), which include in

particular 4:

- No unphysical minimum of the Higgs potential,

- No Landau pole below the GUT scale,

- Invisible Z width �Z < 0.5 MeV,

- B-physics constraints,

- LEP and Tevatron searches for sparticles and Higgs bosons,

- Tevatron and LHC searches on charged Higgs via top decays,

- At least one Higgs boson in the 125.1± 3 GeV mass range,

- �2 fit to the Higgs signal strengths [81].

The latter indirectly takes into account the limit on non-standard decays of the SM like

Higgs, such as the decay into light Higgs states or the invisible decays into the LSP which

are somewhat dependent on shifts of other Higgs couplings. Moreover we have checked a

posteriori that the direct limits on heavy Higgs states in theWW channel were satisfied [82].

In performing our scan we have also required the DM relic density ⌦h2 to be compatible

with the relic abundance measured by Planck [83], ⌦h2Planck = 0.1186± 0.0020 at 68% CL.

We have chosen to impose just an upper bound of the relic density, ⌦h2 < 0.131, which takes

3The value of the top quark pole mass has been fixed to m
top

= 173.1 GeV.
4See http://www.th.u-psud.fr/NMHDECAY/nmssmtools.html for a detailed list of the implemented con-

straints.
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Results 
•  Distinct regions for singlino mass  

•  All have small µ  
•  Subregions corresponding to different m0,m1/2 ….	
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into account ⇠ 10% theoretical uncertainties that could arise from loop corrections into the

DM annihilation cross section, see e.g. [84]. We have also required the spin independent

cross section for DD, rescaled for the local DM abundance (�SI
rescaled = �SI⌦h2/⌦h2Planck),

to be compatible with the latest LUX results [85].

We illustrate in Fig. 1 the results of the scan mapped in the m�̃0

1

- ⌦h2 plane, showing

in blue the points with a DM relic density compatible with Planck (0.107< ⌦h2 <0.131)

and in red the points for which it is below (⌦h2 <0.107). We see that three di↵erent

regimes for the LSP mass exist: a region with a very light LSP below 5 GeV (region 1),

a region with a ⇠ 45 GeV LSP (region 2) and a region with a ⇠ 65 GeV LSP (region 3).

In the first region the DM annihilation proceeds through a light pseudoscalar (singlet like)

Higgs resonance, the second corresponds to the Z resonance and the third to the exchange

of a SM like Higgs or Z boson. Note that the gap for neutralino masses between 5 and

40 GeV is mostly due to constraints from the invisible width of the Higgs. The light LSP

is a nearly pure singlino, so that the Higgs invisible width is very small. As the singlino

mass increases, the same does its higgsino component, hence increasing the contribution

to the Higgs invisible width.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

10-5

10-4

0.001

0.010

0.100

m
�
�
1

0 [GeV]

�
h2

Region 1

Region 2 Region 3

Figure 1. DM relic density ⌦h2 in function of the LSP mass. Blue (red) points correspond to a
DM relic density 0.107  ⌦h2  0.131 (⌦h2 < 0.107).

As we will discuss in the following, the 5 GeV and 65 GeV LSP region present two

and three sub-regions respectively, mapped in di↵erent areas of the m0-M1/2 parameter

space. We report in Tabs. 1-2 the maximum and minimum values for all of the nMSSM

input parameters, in the three regions and sub-regions that we have identified. Moreover

in this Tables we also specify the weak scale gaugino masses and give a quick overview of

the sparticle spectrum in the di↵erent sub-regions. All regions have small µ and several

sub-regions feature sfermions and/or gauginos at the multi TeV scale. We distinguish

region 1 for which the 125 GeV (SM like) Higgs state is the second lightest CP even (h2)

while the lightest (h1) is mainly singlet, from regions 2 and 3 where the lightest CP even

– 8 –
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Impact of  LHC – Run1 
•  SmodelS : Tool to decompose a given SUSY scenario into 

simplified models topologies and compare those with exclusions 
of ATLAS and CMS (assumptions on sparticle decays can be 
much different than those used for SMS searches) 
–  Kraml, Kulkarni, Laa, Lessa et al, 1312.4175 
–  Input SLHA file, spectrum + decay + production cross sections,  
–  nllfast for production of coloured sparticles   

•  MadAnalysis5 Public data base : more general approach  to recast 
limits set by ATLAS and CMS in a generic model, a selection of 
experimental searches implemented and validated 
–  Useful to constrain gluinos up to 1.1TeV which decay through heavier 

neutralinos and charginos 
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Region 1 : light singlino 
•  Singlino and a1 mass are linked (consequence of relic density 

constraint) |ma1 − 2mχ | <~ 1.5 GeV  
•  Singlino light and weakly coupled à  most decay of sparticles  

go preferably through heavier neutralinos (still constrain gluino 
up to 1.1TeV) 
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notice that, while the reach on the slepton mass is close to the o�cial result of the ATLAS

analysis for a 5 GeV LSP (ml̃
>⇠ 330 GeV), this is not the case for the stop search, where

the ATLAS limit is around 650 GeV. However this can be explained by the fact that the

simplified model result assumes a 100% branching ratio either for t̃1 ! t�̃0
1 or t̃1 ! b�̃+

1 ,

an assumption which is not satisfied here. First, the mass spectrum is such that there is

always at least one decay channel into a heavier neutralino which is allowed. Moreover,

the decays into heavier neutralinos typically have larger branching ratios than the decay

into the singlino LSP. This causes therefore a small reduction of the LHC exclusion reach.

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
200

400
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800

1000
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1400

me
�
L
[GeV]

m
t� 1
[G

eV
]

Not Excluded

ATLAS-SUSY-2013-11
CMS-SUS-13-011

ATLAS-SUSY-2013-19

Region 1A

Figure 2. Allowed and excluded points for region 1A in the mẽL -mt̃1 plane. For each excluded
point we indicate the search with the maximum sensitivity.

The second region with a light LSP (1B) corresponds to large m0 (⇠ 4 TeV) and

small M1/2. The large value of m0 yields heavy sfermions with slepton and squark masses

above 3 TeV, except for the lightest stop which is between 1–2 TeV. Therefore the only

sub-TeV sparticles are EWinos and gluinos. In particular the neutralino spectrum has

the following hierarchy: a light singlino (m�̃0

1

< 5 GeV), a bino (m�̃0

2

⇠ 100–200 GeV), a

wino (m�̃0

3

⇠ 200��300 GeV) which is degenerate with the lightest chargino, and heavier

higgsino states since typically µ is larger than M1,M2 in region 1A (see Tab. 1). The

gluinos lie in the 800–1200 GeV range, while h2 is heavier than in region 1A, between 70

and 90 GeV.

Contrary to what we found in region 1A, SModelS does not set any constraint on the

parameter space of this region. Clearly sleptons and squarks, including stops, escape the

limits set by the experimental searches due to their high masses. Conversely, the reasons

for EWinos escaping the LHC limits are less straightforward. The chargino mass in region

1B is typically above the bound set by ATLAS from the search for �̃+
1 �̃

�
1 production, with

a subsequent �̃±
1 ! W±�̃0

1 decay, which, for a light LSP, is m�̃+ > 180 GeV [94]. The other

simplified topology analysed by ATLAS which is relevant for region 1B is �̃±
1 �̃

0
2 ! WZ�̃0

1�̃
0
1.

It assumes 100% EWinos decays into the LSP plus a SM gauge boson, as well as pure wino

– 12 –
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Role of indirect detection 
•  Annihilation of pairs of DM particles into SM : decay products 

observed : antiprotons, photons, positrons, neutrinos 
•  Depend on DM annihilation cross section 
•  Can be strongly enhanced compared to cross-section in  early 

universe (resonance) 

•  a few points excluded 
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well below the experimental limits. The reason for this is simply that when 2m�̃0

1

is just

below ma
1

, its annihilation cross section at small velocities can be significantly enhanced

by the resonance e↵ect, while in the early universe the thermal velocity of the neutralino

is enough to overshoot the resonance [32, 105]. Note that limits from AMS antiproton are

not expected to be important for such low masses [106].
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Figure 3. ID detection rates into ⌧+⌧� final state in function of ma1 � 2m�̃0
1
. Blue (red) points

correspond to a DM relic density 0.107  ⌦h2  0.131 (⌦h2 < 0.107). The horizontal lines represent
the current limit from Fermi-LAT. Regions 1A and 1B are shown together.

4.1.2 LHC Run-2 and direct detection experiments prospects

We now discuss the prospects for the LHC Run-2, including sparticles and Higgs searches,

as well as DD experiments for the points surviving the constraints imposed by the LHC

Run-1 and ID measurements.

As shown in Fig. 2 standard searches for stops quarks are already quite e↵ective in

constraining light stops in region 1A, for which the dominant decay mode is t̃1 ! b�̃+
1 , and

Run-2 is therefore expected to significantly extend the reach in this channel. The standard

search channel t̃1 ! t�̃0
1 does not o↵er as good prospects, since the branching ratio into the

singlino LSP is typically suppressed. For example we found a 600 GeV stop with a ⇠ 60%

branching ratio into a chargino and only ⇠ 5% in t�̃0
1, with the rest of the decays being

saturated by t�̃0
2,3. Since �̃0

2,3 mainly decay into a Z or a SM like Higgs boson and a LSP,

final states with tZ + Emiss
T or th2 + Emiss

T , arising from one or both of the pair produced

stops, provide a characteristic signature in this region. Also slepton searches will clearly

act as a powerful probe of this region. In fact, only a factor two improvement in the LHC

Run-2 mass reach, relative to the one of Run-1, would cover most of region 1A, leaving only

a few points with sleptons heavier than 500 GeV. Upgrades of standard EWinos searches,

as in ref. [96], will also be able to further extend the LHC reach. In fact, even if in Fig. 2

the strongest bound represented is the one arising from slepton pair production, the decay

pattern of �̃+
1 and �̃0

2 can be consistent with the assumption in the experimental searches

– 14 –

Indirect#DetecPon##
At freeze-out -> 
 
 
In galaxy where  v->0.001c , σv can be different than   at 
�freeze-out�   

   σv=a+bv2 
σv(0) < σv(FO) if b dominates (e.g. in MSSM) 
Also suppressed cross section if coannihilation dominant 

 
Can have strong increase 

 Sommerfeld enhancement (1/v term) 
 Near resonance annihilation  
 (strong enhancement at v->0 for 

        Gamma,Delta<1) 
 
 
 

 
#

Boezio et al, 0810.4995 
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Prospects for LHC Run2 
•  Extend the reach in stop 

–   best channels: bχ+, tZ+MET, th+MET (from χ2 , χ3) 

•  Or gluinos or sleptons (need factor two improvement to nearly 
cover region 1A) 

•  or EW-ino (channel χ2->Zχ1 and χ+->Wχ1 are open) 
•  Non MSSM signatures a1 (5-10GeV)  and h1  (30-75 GeV) 

–   h2->h1h1 -> 4b (or 2τ2b)  
–   or  h2->a1a1 
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Prospects for LHC Run2 
•  h2->a1a1-> 4τ (or 2τ2µ) 
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Figure 4. �(gg ! h2)/�(gg ! hSM)Br(h2 ! a1a1)Br
2(a1 ! ⌧⌧) for the LHC Run-1 (left) and

�(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! a1a1)Br
2(a1 ! ⌧⌧) for the LHC Run-2 (right) for region 1A and 1B. The

horizontal line in the left plot is the limit set by ATLAS [107].

experiment [110]. The value of the (rescaled) spin independent DD cross section, being

at most ⇠ 10�10 pb, is also problematic. This is about 1 order of magnitude below the

neutrino coherent scattering background for a WIMP mass of ⇠ 5 GeV [111].

We conclude this Section proposing in Tab. 3 three benchmark points in region 1A,

with the Higgs sector signatures relevant for the 13 TeV run of the LHC discussed above.

Tab. 3 reports also the relevant masses, cross sections (obtained with SusHi v1.5.0 [112,

113] at NNLO) and branching ratios for the various benchmark points. These scenarios

are amenable for a deeper phenomenological investigation, both from the theoretical and

experimental side. The benchmark points BMP1A-I and BMP1A-II are in a configuration

where mh
2

> 2mh
1

, and maximise Br(h2 ! a1a1) and Br(h2 ! h1h1) respectively, with

the possibility of giving rise to the aforementioned multi-⌧ or multi-b final states, although

the branching ratios are only ⇠4% for 4b and ⇠1% for 2b2⌧ . We also propose a third

scenario, BMP1A-III, where the h2 ! h1h1 channel is kinematically closed, and the decay

rate of the SM like Higgs in two light pseudoscalars is below 10�3. The decay pattern of h1
and a1 in this configuration are similar to the ones of BMP1A-I and BMP1A-II, but clearly

these states now need to be produced directly. We do not propose benchmark points for

region 1B for two reasons. First, the characteristics of the Higgs sector are quite similar

to the ones of region 1A when the decay pattern h2 ! h1h1 is closed (recall in fact that

in region 1B the h1 mass is between 70 and 90 GeV). Secondly, and more importantly, the

lighter gluino in this region is likely to be tested with early data from LHC Run-2 through

conventional search channels.

In summary, the Run-2 of the LHC at higher energy and luminosity will further probe

region 1 through stop, slepton and gluino searches, while new Higgs decay channels in-

volving light pseudoscalar and/or scalar bosons can provide characteristic signatures of an

extended Higgs sector. Moreover, peculiar signatures from stop decays could also charac-
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Figure 4. �(gg ! h2)/�(gg ! hSM)Br(h2 ! a1a1)Br
2(a1 ! ⌧⌧) for the LHC Run-1 (left) and

�(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! a1a1)Br
2(a1 ! ⌧⌧) for the LHC Run-2 (right) for region 1A and 1B. The

horizontal line in the left plot is the limit set by ATLAS [107].

experiment [110]. The value of the (rescaled) spin independent DD cross section, being

at most ⇠ 10�10 pb, is also problematic. This is about 1 order of magnitude below the

neutrino coherent scattering background for a WIMP mass of ⇠ 5 GeV [111].

We conclude this Section proposing in Tab. 3 three benchmark points in region 1A,

with the Higgs sector signatures relevant for the 13 TeV run of the LHC discussed above.

Tab. 3 reports also the relevant masses, cross sections (obtained with SusHi v1.5.0 [112,

113] at NNLO) and branching ratios for the various benchmark points. These scenarios

are amenable for a deeper phenomenological investigation, both from the theoretical and

experimental side. The benchmark points BMP1A-I and BMP1A-II are in a configuration

where mh
2

> 2mh
1

, and maximise Br(h2 ! a1a1) and Br(h2 ! h1h1) respectively, with

the possibility of giving rise to the aforementioned multi-⌧ or multi-b final states, although

the branching ratios are only ⇠4% for 4b and ⇠1% for 2b2⌧ . We also propose a third

scenario, BMP1A-III, where the h2 ! h1h1 channel is kinematically closed, and the decay

rate of the SM like Higgs in two light pseudoscalars is below 10�3. The decay pattern of h1
and a1 in this configuration are similar to the ones of BMP1A-I and BMP1A-II, but clearly

these states now need to be produced directly. We do not propose benchmark points for

region 1B for two reasons. First, the characteristics of the Higgs sector are quite similar

to the ones of region 1A when the decay pattern h2 ! h1h1 is closed (recall in fact that

in region 1B the h1 mass is between 70 and 90 GeV). Secondly, and more importantly, the

lighter gluino in this region is likely to be tested with early data from LHC Run-2 through

conventional search channels.

In summary, the Run-2 of the LHC at higher energy and luminosity will further probe

region 1 through stop, slepton and gluino searches, while new Higgs decay channels in-

volving light pseudoscalar and/or scalar bosons can provide characteristic signatures of an

extended Higgs sector. Moreover, peculiar signatures from stop decays could also charac-
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Region 1A 1B 2

tan� 6.6 10 6 8 1.5 2.1

� 0.33 0.53 0.49 0.52 0.68 0.80

µ 240 400 350 430 115 180

m0 0 1080 4040 4800 2·104 6·105
M1/2 630 1200 280 440 180 470

A0 �1700 50 6700 7900 �3.7·104 �2.5·103
A� 1400 6000 7000 7900 �1.3·104 3.3·104
⇠F 10 100 �1.5·104 �1.4·104 3.7·104 5.1 · 106
⇠S �6·104 2·104 �1.9·107 �1.6·107 �5.2·1010 9.7·108
M1 270 520 110 190 95 225

M2 500 950 200 340 160 400

mq̃ 1300 2400 > 3000 > 20000

mt̃
1

350 1300 1050 1900 > 3000

ml̃ 180 1100 > 3000 >20000

mg̃ 1450 2600 780 1250 800 1500

Table 1. Maximum and minimum parameter values surviving the constraints implemented in
NMSSMTools for regions 1 and 2. Also indicated are the M1 and M2 values at the SUSY scale and
the mass ranges for sparticles. Dimensionfull parameters are expressed in GeV except ⇠F and ⇠S
which are in GeV2 and GeV3 respectively.

Higgs state (h1) is SM like with a mass of 125 GeV. In the former case (with intermediate

values of tan�) the SM like Higgs state takes its (relatively heavy) mass from h1/h2 mixing

e↵ects. In the latter, tan� ⇡ 2 and � is near its maximal theoretically allowed value (from

perturbativity up to the GUT scale). Hence the pure nMSSM contribution to the lightest

Higgs mass is maximal.

In the next Section we will analyse these three regions separately, first checking what

are the constraints set by LHC Run-1 and ID experiments, then describing the prospects of

this scenarios for the LHC Run-2, together with the prospects for future DD experiments.

To check the compatibility with the LHC constraints we have used both the pack-

ages SModelS v1.0.2 and MadAnalysis5. The former is a tool designed to decompose the

signal of a given SUSY model into simplified topologies that are searched for by ATLAS

and CMS, taking into account that in a generic SUSY spectrum the assumptions on the

sparticles decays can be (and usually are) di↵erent from the ones assumed in the exper-

imental searches. The input of SModelS consists of an SLHA file [86], containing particle

spectrum and decay tables, together with SUSY production cross sections, which we have

computed with micrOMEGAs v4.1.7. For strong production of sparticles we have also ap-

plied next-to-leading-order and next-to-next-to-leading-log (NLO+NNLL) QCD -factors,

which have been computed with the nllfast package [87–93]. Note that due to the pres-

ence of many states below the TeV scale, and in particular of a very light LSP, for some

regions of parameter space the coloured sparticles possess a large number of possible decay
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Table 1. Maximum and minimum parameter values surviving the constraints implemented in
NMSSMTools for regions 1 and 2. Also indicated are the M1 and M2 values at the SUSY scale and
the mass ranges for sparticles. Dimensionfull parameters are expressed in GeV except ⇠F and ⇠S
which are in GeV2 and GeV3 respectively.

Higgs state (h1) is SM like with a mass of 125 GeV. In the former case (with intermediate

values of tan�) the SM like Higgs state takes its (relatively heavy) mass from h1/h2 mixing

e↵ects. In the latter, tan� ⇡ 2 and � is near its maximal theoretically allowed value (from

perturbativity up to the GUT scale). Hence the pure nMSSM contribution to the lightest

Higgs mass is maximal.

In the next Section we will analyse these three regions separately, first checking what

are the constraints set by LHC Run-1 and ID experiments, then describing the prospects of

this scenarios for the LHC Run-2, together with the prospects for future DD experiments.

To check the compatibility with the LHC constraints we have used both the pack-

ages SModelS v1.0.2 and MadAnalysis5. The former is a tool designed to decompose the

signal of a given SUSY model into simplified topologies that are searched for by ATLAS

and CMS, taking into account that in a generic SUSY spectrum the assumptions on the

sparticles decays can be (and usually are) di↵erent from the ones assumed in the exper-

imental searches. The input of SModelS consists of an SLHA file [86], containing particle

spectrum and decay tables, together with SUSY production cross sections, which we have

computed with micrOMEGAs v4.1.7. For strong production of sparticles we have also ap-

plied next-to-leading-order and next-to-next-to-leading-log (NLO+NNLL) QCD -factors,

which have been computed with the nllfast package [87–93]. Note that due to the pres-

ence of many states below the TeV scale, and in particular of a very light LSP, for some

regions of parameter space the coloured sparticles possess a large number of possible decay
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Region 3A 3B 3C

tan� 1.8 2.5 1.8 2.8 1.3 1.8

� 0.64 0.77 0.66 0.74 0.65 0.74

µ �140 �90 �110 �90 110 150

m0 3.9·103 6.6·104 170 2500 0 3150

M1/2 130 210 200 560 5.6·103 2.3·104
A0 11 3.3·104 440 3600 �1.9·104 4.7·103
A� 6.2·103 2.7·104 450 3500 4 8200

⇠F 4.8·105 3.4·107 4.3·105 7.5·106 4.6·105 1.8 · 107
⇠S 2.0·109 1.3·1011 1.0·108 4.9·109 �1.9·109 3.0·109
M1 52 65 85 230 2.6·103 1.1·104
M2 83 108 160 430 4.6·103 2.0·104
mq̃ > 3000 780 2500 > 10000

mt̃
1

500 >20000 150 550 > 5000

ml̃ >3000 100 2500 100 3000

mg̃ 450 650 590 1300 > 10000

Table 2. Maximum and minimum parameter values surviving the constraints implemented in
NMSSMTools for region 3. See caption of Tab. 1.

chains, including long ones. Hence building the list of existing topologies can be much

more computer-time consuming than in the MSSM. Conversely MadAnalysis5 is a multi

purpose package designed for the analysis of events generated at parton level and/or re-

constructed level with the inclusion of parton showering and detector e↵ects. In this work

we have exploited the MadAnalysis5 Public Analysis Database, i.e. a list of implemented

and validated experimental searches, with which one can recast the experimental limits set

by ATLAS and CMS in a generic model or in a particular model configuration. Clearly the

approach of MadAnalysis5 is more general, since it does not rely on any simplified model

assumption, but it has the drawback of being somewhat more time consuming, given the

need to generate events with a Monte Carlo generator for each model point that one wants

to test. In this paper we will use a combination of both tools to check the limits set by

LHC Run-1 in the nMSSM, using MadAnalysis5 especially to set bounds on the gluino

mass.

4 LHC and DM phenomenology

After having defined the di↵erent regions of the GUT scale parameter space obeying the

basic set of collider, astrophysical, cosmological and theoretical constraints, we now exam-

ine for each scenario the constraints from searches for sparticles at LHC Run-1 as well as

from indirect searches for DM. For each scenario we then discuss what are the most relevant

searches at LHC Run-2, both for sparticles and Higgs states, and we provide benchmark
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•  mLSP ~ 45 GeV   
•  Mixed singlino/higgsino LSP, mh1=125 GeV , heavy sfermions 
•  No SmodelS constraints 
•  Some signatures at LHC 

–  Radiative neutralino decay  
•  Barducci,GB,Kularni,Schoefbeck 

–  Heavy Higgs to higgs 
–  Heavy Higgs to neutralino/chargino 
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for �̃0
2�̃

±
1 production in W±Z +Emiss

T final state with either on-shell or o↵-shell SM gauge

bosons [114]. However, in this region of the nMSSM parameter space, the masses of the

EWinos are approximately m�̃±
1

⇠103–120 GeV and m�̃0

2

⇠ 80–120 GeV. Their decays

therefore occur via an o↵-shell W or Z, falling close to the region where the CMS search

looses sensitivity, m�̃0

2

= m�̃0

1

+mZ . Another reason for this region not to be constrained

by EWino searches is that there are other important decay channels for the neutralinos,

which lead to a reduction of the branching into a Z boson. Notably, �̃0
2 can decay into a

��̃0
1 final state, with a branching ratio up to 50% for a mass splitting between �̃0

2 and �̃0
1

of ⇠ 50 GeV, as shown in Fig. 5 (left panel). This opens up the interesting possibility of

looking at �̃±
1 �

0
2 production, for which the cross section can be close to O(1 pb) already at

LHC Run-1, in either the 2j+�+Emiss
T or l+�+Emiss

T final states. Interestingly, the photon

might have a sizeable pT , as the �̃0
2 � �̃0

1 mass di↵erence can be O(50 GeV). However such

a mass splitting does not allow for large Emiss
T , therefore it might be necessary to trigger

on an ISR jet. We leave this point for further investigation and we provide one benchmark

point for this scenario in Tab. 4 (BMP2-I).
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Figure 5. Br(�̃0
2 ! ��̃0

1) in function of m�̃0
2
�m�̃0

1
(left) and �(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! h1h1) in function

of mh2 (right) for the 8 and 13 GeV LHC (cyan and orange points respectively). Both panels include
only points in region 2 for which mg̃

>⇠ 1100 GeV. The LSP mass is ⇠ 45–55 GeV.

In this region the extra Higgs states h2 and a1 are either doublet or singlet like,

depending on their masses, and almost degenerate. Only the states heavier than ⇠ 450 GeV

survive LHC-Run 1 constraints, set by gluino searches. Possible decay patterns that have

been searched for at the LHC are a1 ! Zh1 and h2 ! h1h1 [115–117], which do not

however impose any constraint on this region of the parameter space. This is due to the

small Br(a1 ! Zh1) < 0.5% and to the fact that the mass of h2 lies beyond the reach of

the experimental analysis which is around 360 GeV.

We show in Fig. 5 (right panel) the rates �(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! h1h1) for the 8 and

13 TeV LHC (cyan and orange respectively), where the gluon fusion production cross
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Region 2 
•  mLSP ~ 45 GeV   
•  Mixed singlino/higgsino LSP, mh1=125 GeV , heavy sfermions 
•  No SmodelS constraints 
•  Some signatures at LHC 

–  Radiative neutralino decay  
•  Barducci,GB,Kularni,Schoefbeck 

–  Heavy Higgs to higgs  
•  2 orders magnitude below current limit 

–  Heavy Higgs to neutralino/chargino 
–  Heavy Higgs to top pairs 

•  Indirect detection suppressed 
•  Marginally within reach of Xenon1T 
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sections have been obtained by rescaling the one provided by the LHC Higgs cross section

working group [118] with the reduced ggh2 coupling provided by NMSSMTools. Recall that

the current limit is �(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! h1h1) <⇠ 4 pb for mh
2

= 360 GeV, thus roughly

two orders of magnitude above the predicted value.
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Figure 6. �(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! tt̄) (left) and �(gg ! h2)Br(h2 ! �̃+
1 �̃

�
1 ) (right) for the 8 and

13 TeV LHC (cyan and orange points respectively) as function of mh2 .

Given that the mass of the h2 is above the tt̄ threshold, of particular interest is its

decays into a top pair. The cross section times branching ratio can reach O(100 fb) for the

13 TeV LHC, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (left panel), and a similar value is predicted for a1.

This channel however deserves a deeper investigation, due to the well known possibility of

dominant interference with the tt̄ QCD background, for which dedicated cuts might need

to be applied, see e.g. [119]. In the MSSM, an analysis has shown that the LHC could

find evidence of a Higgs boson in this channel for masses up to 1 TeV and low values

of tan� [120]. The possibility of h2 decaying into a pair of EWinos is also interesting,

although it weakens the discovery potential in the tt̄ mode. We show as an illustrative

example the rates for the process gg ! h2 ! �̃+
1 �̃

�
1 in Fig. 6 (right panel) for the 8 and

13 TeV LHC. For the latter the cross section times branching can reach O(100 fb) for a

⇠ 500 GeV h2, giving the possibility of a di↵erent search channel for h2 and/or a1. Clearly,

for heavier Higgs states the rate drops rapidly. We provide in Tab. 4 a benchmark point

(BMP2-II) that simultaneously maximises the two aforementioned rates. Note that for this

point the branching ratio into neutralinos is similar to the one into charginos, while the

pure invisible decay has a 6% branching ratio. Rates for the lightest pseudoscalar a1 are

somewhat similar. Note that such large branching ratios in EWinos can also be found in

the MSSM [121].

Finally, unlike the first region, ID experiments do not set any additional constraints,

since the rescaled rate into bb̄ final state (the most relevant for the mass range of interest)

is much below the current constraint from Fermi-LAT, as shown in Fig. 7 (left panel).

Prospects for DD measurements are once again quite pessimistic, as illustrated in the right
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Region 1A 1B 2

tan� 6.6 10 6 8 1.5 2.1

� 0.33 0.53 0.49 0.52 0.68 0.80

µ 240 400 350 430 115 180

m0 0 1080 4040 4800 2·104 6·105
M1/2 630 1200 280 440 180 470

A0 �1700 50 6700 7900 �3.7·104 �2.5·103
A� 1400 6000 7000 7900 �1.3·104 3.3·104
⇠F 10 100 �1.5·104 �1.4·104 3.7·104 5.1 · 106
⇠S �6·104 2·104 �1.9·107 �1.6·107 �5.2·1010 9.7·108
M1 270 520 110 190 95 225

M2 500 950 200 340 160 400

mq̃ 1300 2400 > 3000 > 20000

mt̃
1

350 1300 1050 1900 > 3000

ml̃ 180 1100 > 3000 >20000

mg̃ 1450 2600 780 1250 800 1500

Table 1. Maximum and minimum parameter values surviving the constraints implemented in
NMSSMTools for regions 1 and 2. Also indicated are the M1 and M2 values at the SUSY scale and
the mass ranges for sparticles. Dimensionfull parameters are expressed in GeV except ⇠F and ⇠S
which are in GeV2 and GeV3 respectively.

Higgs state (h1) is SM like with a mass of 125 GeV. In the former case (with intermediate

values of tan�) the SM like Higgs state takes its (relatively heavy) mass from h1/h2 mixing

e↵ects. In the latter, tan� ⇡ 2 and � is near its maximal theoretically allowed value (from

perturbativity up to the GUT scale). Hence the pure nMSSM contribution to the lightest

Higgs mass is maximal.

In the next Section we will analyse these three regions separately, first checking what

are the constraints set by LHC Run-1 and ID experiments, then describing the prospects of

this scenarios for the LHC Run-2, together with the prospects for future DD experiments.

To check the compatibility with the LHC constraints we have used both the pack-

ages SModelS v1.0.2 and MadAnalysis5. The former is a tool designed to decompose the

signal of a given SUSY model into simplified topologies that are searched for by ATLAS

and CMS, taking into account that in a generic SUSY spectrum the assumptions on the

sparticles decays can be (and usually are) di↵erent from the ones assumed in the exper-

imental searches. The input of SModelS consists of an SLHA file [86], containing particle

spectrum and decay tables, together with SUSY production cross sections, which we have

computed with micrOMEGAs v4.1.7. For strong production of sparticles we have also ap-

plied next-to-leading-order and next-to-next-to-leading-log (NLO+NNLL) QCD -factors,

which have been computed with the nllfast package [87–93]. Note that due to the pres-

ence of many states below the TeV scale, and in particular of a very light LSP, for some

regions of parameter space the coloured sparticles possess a large number of possible decay
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tan� 6.6 10 6 8 1.5 2.1
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Table 1. Maximum and minimum parameter values surviving the constraints implemented in
NMSSMTools for regions 1 and 2. Also indicated are the M1 and M2 values at the SUSY scale and
the mass ranges for sparticles. Dimensionfull parameters are expressed in GeV except ⇠F and ⇠S
which are in GeV2 and GeV3 respectively.

Higgs state (h1) is SM like with a mass of 125 GeV. In the former case (with intermediate

values of tan�) the SM like Higgs state takes its (relatively heavy) mass from h1/h2 mixing

e↵ects. In the latter, tan� ⇡ 2 and � is near its maximal theoretically allowed value (from

perturbativity up to the GUT scale). Hence the pure nMSSM contribution to the lightest

Higgs mass is maximal.

In the next Section we will analyse these three regions separately, first checking what

are the constraints set by LHC Run-1 and ID experiments, then describing the prospects of

this scenarios for the LHC Run-2, together with the prospects for future DD experiments.

To check the compatibility with the LHC constraints we have used both the pack-

ages SModelS v1.0.2 and MadAnalysis5. The former is a tool designed to decompose the

signal of a given SUSY model into simplified topologies that are searched for by ATLAS

and CMS, taking into account that in a generic SUSY spectrum the assumptions on the

sparticles decays can be (and usually are) di↵erent from the ones assumed in the exper-

imental searches. The input of SModelS consists of an SLHA file [86], containing particle

spectrum and decay tables, together with SUSY production cross sections, which we have

computed with micrOMEGAs v4.1.7. For strong production of sparticles we have also ap-

plied next-to-leading-order and next-to-next-to-leading-log (NLO+NNLL) QCD -factors,

which have been computed with the nllfast package [87–93]. Note that due to the pres-

ence of many states below the TeV scale, and in particular of a very light LSP, for some

regions of parameter space the coloured sparticles possess a large number of possible decay
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Region 3A 3B 3C

tan� 1.8 2.5 1.8 2.8 1.3 1.8

� 0.64 0.77 0.66 0.74 0.65 0.74

µ �140 �90 �110 �90 110 150

m0 3.9·103 6.6·104 170 2500 0 3150

M1/2 130 210 200 560 5.6·103 2.3·104
A0 11 3.3·104 440 3600 �1.9·104 4.7·103
A� 6.2·103 2.7·104 450 3500 4 8200

⇠F 4.8·105 3.4·107 4.3·105 7.5·106 4.6·105 1.8 · 107
⇠S 2.0·109 1.3·1011 1.0·108 4.9·109 �1.9·109 3.0·109
M1 52 65 85 230 2.6·103 1.1·104
M2 83 108 160 430 4.6·103 2.0·104
mq̃ > 3000 780 2500 > 10000

mt̃
1

500 >20000 150 550 > 5000

ml̃ >3000 100 2500 100 3000

mg̃ 450 650 590 1300 > 10000

Table 2. Maximum and minimum parameter values surviving the constraints implemented in
NMSSMTools for region 3. See caption of Tab. 1.

chains, including long ones. Hence building the list of existing topologies can be much

more computer-time consuming than in the MSSM. Conversely MadAnalysis5 is a multi

purpose package designed for the analysis of events generated at parton level and/or re-

constructed level with the inclusion of parton showering and detector e↵ects. In this work

we have exploited the MadAnalysis5 Public Analysis Database, i.e. a list of implemented

and validated experimental searches, with which one can recast the experimental limits set

by ATLAS and CMS in a generic model or in a particular model configuration. Clearly the

approach of MadAnalysis5 is more general, since it does not rely on any simplified model

assumption, but it has the drawback of being somewhat more time consuming, given the

need to generate events with a Monte Carlo generator for each model point that one wants

to test. In this paper we will use a combination of both tools to check the limits set by

LHC Run-1 in the nMSSM, using MadAnalysis5 especially to set bounds on the gluino

mass.

4 LHC and DM phenomenology

After having defined the di↵erent regions of the GUT scale parameter space obeying the

basic set of collider, astrophysical, cosmological and theoretical constraints, we now exam-

ine for each scenario the constraints from searches for sparticles at LHC Run-1 as well as

from indirect searches for DM. For each scenario we then discuss what are the most relevant

searches at LHC Run-2, both for sparticles and Higgs states, and we provide benchmark
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Region 3 
•  mLSP ~ 65 GeV, mh1=125 GeV 
•  Only subregion  with relic density within Planck range has  also 

light gluinos -> ruled out LHC Run1 
•  Strong constraints from gluino search, “light” stop escapes 

–  near kinematic edge  
–  decays through heavy neutralinos  
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Region 3 
•  Some signatures at LHC 

–  Heavy Higgs to neutralino, chargino 

•  Fully explorable with DD-Xenon1t 
•  Note DD is best probe of region 3C 

–  Light higgsino/singlino (hard for LHC) 
–  Sleptons (explorable in Run2) 
–  Squarks,gluinos,higgs heavy 
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Figure 8. Spin independent cross section for DD in function of m�̃0
1
. The horizontal line represent

the current limit from LUX. Also shown in the right plot is the projection for XENON1T experiment.

BMP3B-I

tan� 1.96

� 0.688

µ -105

m0 260

M1/2 529

A0 3042

A� 1489

⇠F 1.66·106
⇠S 3.82·108
Masses mh

2

= 276, m�̃±
1

= 115

� [fb] �13 TeV
gg!h

2

= 180

Br Br(h2 ! �̃+
1 �̃

�
1 )=51%

Br(�̃±
1 ! �̃0

1W
⇤)=100%

Table 5. Benchmark points choices for region 3B. Dimensionful parameter are expressed in GeV,
except ⇠F and ⇠S which are in GeV2 and GeV3 respectively and �, expressed in fb. We indicate in
the table the relevant mass spectrum, cross sections and branching ratios.

500 GeV range because of the smaller value of m0. In principle, for a 60 GeV LSP such a

light stops could be excluded. However this is not the case here for two reasons. The first is

that stops with a mass ⇠ 250 GeV are close to the kinematic edge mt̃�m�̃0

1

= mZ (see for

example refs. [95, 122]) where standard stop searches loose sensitivity, causing therefore a

poor exclusion limit. The second is that for higher values of the stop mass, around 400 GeV,

the same analyses loose sensitivity since the stop decays do not fulfill the simplified model
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Conclusions 
 

•  nMSSM predicts new particles below the EW scale – 
framework for phenomenology of singlet extensions of MSSM 

•  Peculiar signatures for both Higgs and SUSY an LHC 

•  Can be probed also in conventional searches in Run2 

•  Complementarity with dark matter direct detection 


